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Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) 

Service Introduction: With MAP you can get up to 

$60,000 of AWS investment for your Proof-of-Concept 

(POC) project with TCC. Further – once your POC turns 

into a mobilization project where we plan, prepare and 

test for your migration – we can help you get up to 

another $400,000 in AWS free investment. 

MAP supports both Migration and Modernization 

opportunities and provides incentives to modernize 

workloads coming in from outside of AWS to AWS. MAP 

Modernization also allows customers to move workloads 

or applications from On-Premises or Other cloud directly 

to AWS cloud native. This will generally require 

customers to refactor or re-platform – TCC does both. 

Return on investment: MAP helps organizations achieve 

a faster return on investment and time-to-value. 

HighLights: 

• The Assess phase can encompass a discovery of 

the customer’s source workloads, cost analysis of 

staying on the current environment compared to 

the expected cost on AWS, a recommendation of 

the migration/modernization pattern, or a 

business case to motivate the decision to migrate 

or modernize.  

 

• The Mobilize phase includes planning, preparing, 

and enabling the customer for their migration or 

modernization to AWS, and may include pilot 

migrations to AWS.  

 

• The Migrate & Modernize phase includes 

execution of the customer’s migration or 

modernization project. A successfully completed 

Migrate & Modernize engagement includes 

timely completion of the expected deliverables, 

realization of the expected post-migration of the 

intended business objectives.   

Service Overview: MAP is a strategic program 

designed to support customers with migrations to 

the AWS Cloud through a proven methodology,  

 

 

 

tooling, and incentives. The AWS Migration 

Acceleration Program (MAP) is a comprehensive and 

proven cloud migration program based upon AWS’s 

experience migrating thousands of enterprise 

customers to the cloud. Enterprise migrations can be 

complex and time-consuming, but MAP can help you 

accelerate your cloud migration and modernization 

journey with an outcome-driven methodology. 

 

MAP uses a proven three-phased framework (Assess, 

Mobilize, and Migrate and Modernize) to help you 

achieve your migration goals. Through MAP, you can 

build strong AWS cloud foundations, accelerate and 

reduce risk, and offset the initial cost of migrations. 

Leverage the performance, security, and reliability of 

the cloud. Begin your journey today. 

MAP offers AWS funding at each phase of the 

migration process, as well as significant discounts for 

several years after.  

Through MAP, you can build strong AWS cloud 

foundations, accelerate and reduce risk, and offset 

the initial cost of migrations. Leverage the 

performance, security, and reliability of the cloud. 

 

 

Learn More… 
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